The meeting was opened with a devotional.

Joel informed the Council that Dr. Stapleton does not wish to meet with that group. The next step concerning the memorial will probably be a general meeting as soon as possible.

The election for vice president will be Thursday. The candidates are Jimmy Arnold, Hollis Black, and Tom Martin. They will have opportunity to make two-minute speeches in chapel. Bob Brewer will probably be in charge; it might be well to have him say something about line-cutting at that time. The problem has cropped up again to a small degree.

The activities for the semester will probably be more in the line of studies than anything else. It would be good to have all activities finished by the first of May. Remaining weeks can be used to complete records and files and to help orient the new Council.

The administration of Rodgers Hospital is to call the personnel office periodically with information concerning Harding students who have been admitted or dismissed from the hospital. The list will be posted.

The lost and found service is still being worked on.

Dr. Gilliam asked about the paperback situation in the book store. He has several lists and catalogues which would be helpful to Joel and Cliff, who are in charge of the project.

Jim reported someone's request that the SA sponsor Dot Beck for a chapel program. Joel replied that it will probably be done since the SA should have more chapel programs this semester than last.

Mike reported a request that personal prayers replace the chimes in the dining hall. Discussion of the matter was postponed to a later meeting.

Mike also reported a request that intramural activities be suspended during the time for Monday night meeting. It was recalled that the problem was discussed earlier in the year. The intramural program is on such a tight schedule that the hour cannot be spared. Participants are to make a choice, as has always been the policy.

Mary Ethel Bales, Bob Brewer, and Linda Lee were absent. Rob Smith had to leave early.

The meeting was adjourned.